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Desbro Engineering , a Kenyan-based stainless steel fabricator, has
announced a training partnership with the South African Institute of
Welding as part of a joint initiative to boost the skills base within the
Kenyan stainless steel sector. The partnership was finalised on a
recent visit to South Africa by Desbro Engineering representatives.

The same visit saw the Kenyan company securing a more
satisfying primary supplier contract with a local stainless steel
producer. This contract will see Desbro Engineering’s
production cycle benefit from shorter lead times and reduced
duties, according to the company. Desbro was also able to liaise
with local fabricators in order to put together a number of
technology agreements.

Based in Nairobi, Desbro Engineering is the largest stainless
steel fabricator in East Africa. The company has 80 employees,
with subsidiaries in Uganda and Tanzania.

Ashu Sennik, CEO of the company, says the trip was intended to create partnerships with South African
manufacturers as part of a bigger strategy to grow the current skills base of his Kenyan operation, understand and
extend his manufacturing capabilities and purchase new equipment. “I am currently in an expansion phase and
looking to upgrade my manufacturing plant to world class production levels. South Africa is a step ahead of Kenyan
infrastructure and in terms of skills. I therefore wanted to get some guidance and a better perspective from some of
the best people in the business in terms of their operations, similarities and challenges,” he explains.

Facilitated by Sassda, the visit has created a base for ongoing partnerships between Desbro Engineering and local
counterparts.

“Sassda constantly strives to promote the sustainable growth and development of the industry and therefore stands
in strong support of initiatives such as the Department of Trade and Industry’s new Trade Invest Africa (TIA) initiative
and the facilitation of intra-African trade and investment incentives and business partnerships. We agree that South
Africa needs to move away from seeing itself as a ‘supermarket for Africa’ and rather look at partnership
opportunities which encourage investment in manufacturing and infrastructure, with meaningful contribution from
both partners. The visit by Desbro is the perfect example of the association fostering business partnerships into
Africa to build stronger opportunities for the continent,” says Sassda Market Intelligence Specialist Lesley Squires.

“If I can achieve just 10% of what I came here to do I will be happy with my mission. I have a company which is
doing well and which has orders and the ability to fulfil those orders. However we are overwhelmed and while it is a
pleasure for us, it is also presents its own set of problems. I came to South Africa as I personally wanted to address
those issues and Sassda has been instrumental in giving me a broader perspective; meeting face to face is always
better, and makes a huge difference to engaging in business,” Sennik concludes.
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Magazines

African Fusion

African Fusion, the official publication of the Southern African Institute of Welding (SAIW), aims
to provide up-to-date insight into welding technology and the welding industry.

Capital Equipment News

Capital Equipment News is dedicated to the application of equipment and modes of transport
that are used in the mining, construction, quarrying, and transport industries.

Chemical Technology

Chemical Technology a technical magazine endorsed by both SAIChE and the SAEE, is aimed
primarily at chemical engineers and technologists in relevant sectors.

 

Construction World

Construction World was first published in 1982 and has grown to become a leader in its field,
offering a unique mix of editorial coverage to satisfy the diverse needs of its readers.

Electricity + Control

E + C publishes innovative, technical articles that provide solutions to engineering challenges in
measurement, automation, control, and energy management.

Housing in Southern Africa

Housing in Southern Africa is a well established and informative magazine that covers
affordable housing projects, low cost housing and the GAP market sector.

Lighting in Design

Lighting in Design is a glossy, upmarket publication aimed at lighting professionals. It is the only
B2B magazine in SA that is dedicated solely to the subject of lighting.

Mechanical Technology

Mechanical Technology sets out to support SA industry in all issues that are informative to
professionals across the full spectrum of engineering and the mechanical trades.

Modern Mining

Established in 2005, Modern Mining is one of SA's leading monthly mining magazines, noted for
the quality and accuracy of its writing and the breadth of its coverage.

Modern Quarrying

Modern Quarrying is firmly entrenched as a leading industry-specific magazine. It focuses on promoting the science
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and practice of quarrying and processing in southern Africa.

Sparks Electrical News

Readable and informative, Sparks Electrical News is the newspaper for those involved in
installing and maintaining electrical supplies and equipment.

More Site Links

Latest News

About us

Crown Publications, one of South Africa’s largest business-to-business publishing houses, came
into existence in 1986. Since then, the company has grown from producing a single magazine,
Electricity SA (renamed Electricity+Control), to publishing eight monthly magazines, three
quarterlies, and a number of engineering handbooks.

READ MORE
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